[1] Large parallel electric fields (E k > 10 mV/m) are sometimes observed with intense filamentary field-aligned currents (J k > 10 mA/m 2 mapped to 100-km altitude) on transverse scales where k x c/w pe % 1 above the auroral oval. The ratio of the transverse electric (E x ) and magnetic field (B y ) variations is approximately the local Alfvén speed and increases with decreasing transverse scale in a manner consistent with inertial Alfvén wave dispersion. These fields are typically observed in association with density cavities. Statistically, it is shown that the depth of the cavities observed over the altitude range from 350 to 4175 km by the Fast Auroral Snapshot (FAST) satellite typically lies between 30 and 50% of the background plasma with 90% depletions being observed for 1% of the recorded events. The wave currents embedded within these cavities exceed 100 mA/m 2 for 2% of the ensemble and are typically found over transverse widths of $2pl e . Using a fluid description of the plasma, we show statistically that electron pressure gradients provide a probable means for balancing the large E k found in these structures with a likely but unknown contribution from anomalous resistivity. Furthermore, we find that the ratio of the average drift speed of the bulk electron plasma (v d ) to the electron thermal speed (v e ) inside these structures is v d /v e ! 0.1 and that in at least 2% of cases veh05 d /v e ! 1.0. On the basis of recent simulation results and the Bohm criterion for double layer formation, these statistics indicate that the large E k sometimes observed in density cavities may occur in double layers driven by the Alfvén wave current.
Introduction
[2] Large parallel electric fields are sometimes observed in Alfvénic field structures above the auroral oval [Stasiewicz et al., 1997; Chust et al., 1998; Chaston et al., 1999; Ergun et al., 2005] . These fields may be balanced by a number of effects which may be formalized in a two-fluid model of the plasma. From the momentum equation for isotropic electrons, the parallel electric field is given by
e n e nJ k e þ 1 q e n e r k P
where q e is the electron charge (including sign), m e is the electron mass, n e is the electron density, J k is the parallel electron current, P e is the electron pressure, and n is an anomalous collision frequency. The assumption of isotropic electrons means we ignore the contribution due to the mirror force. Relative to the other terms, this contribution remains small even in the presence of significant electron anisotropy provided the parallel scale (DS k ) is short relative to the parallel gradient scale of the geomagnetic field [Hull et al., 2003] . In the case we consider here, the energy of accelerated electrons observed is generally less than 1 keV, and so the large amplitude parallel fields (E k > 10 mV/m) observed in these waves requires DS k < 100 km. This parallel scale length is much less than the scales over which the geomagnetic field varies.
[3] It has been shown [Lysak and Carlson, 1981; Streltsov et al., 2002] that each of the terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) becomes important over specific altitude ranges on an auroral field line. Over the Fast Auroral Snapshot (FAST) altitude range (350 -4175 km) , the electron thermal speed is generally less than the Alfvén speed (i.e., v e < V A ), and the first term describing the effect of finite electron mass (electron inertia) becomes important [Lysak and Lotko, 1996] . Since J k varies in space and time, this term has a linear and nonlinear contribution through the convective deriva-tive. Assuming periodic fluctuations at frequency w, the linear field is given by
where l e is the electron inertial length or skin depth given by c/w pe . We note that E kt given by this expression is 90°o ut of phase with J k and that w in this relation can be replaced by w = V A k k (1 + k x 2 l e 2 ) À1/2 , where k x and k k are the wave numbers transverse and parallel to B o , respectively. This contribution to E k has been used with success to account for electron acceleration in Alfvén waves over this altitude range [Thompson and Lysak, 1996] . However, because the parallel wavelengths of Alfvén waves above the aurora are larger than 100 km, and for the largest observed current magnitudes ($100 mA/m 2 ) and lowest densities ($1 cm À3 ) E kt < 2 mV/m, we can immediately eliminate this term as a candidate to account for observations of E k > 10 mV/m which are the topic of this study.
[4] Alternatively, electron inertia can support large E k through the convective term which is given by and has been discussed in the context of auroral particle acceleration by Lysak and Dum [1983] , Seyler et al. [1995] , Ronnmarck and Hamrin [2000] , Streltsov et al. [2002] , and Wright et al. [2002] . The convective derivative is really in terms of v d ; however, we present this as J k /n e to emphasize that this gradient may be manifest through changes in J k over large parallel scales and/or in n e over scales that can be much less than an Alfvén wavelength.
[5] The parallel field due to the second term in equation (1) describes the effect of anomalous collisions and can be written as
[6] For large J k and small n e , the parallel drift (v d ) of the electrons carrying J k can exceed the threshold for various instabilities leading to the formation of a turbulent layer. In general, n / k kturb v e (q e V kturb /T e ) 2 where k kturb and V kturb are characteristic wave numbers and field-aligned potentials of the turbulence giving rise to the resistivity. Because n in these models is generally much larger than the Alfvén wave frequency (w), E kr from equation (4) will generally be much larger than E kt given by equation (2) once the appropriate instability threshold has been exceeded. Consequently, the resistivity provided by these instabilities is a candidate for supporting large E k . However, the existing models for n are generally derived for Maxwellians [e.g., Lysak and Dum, 1983] and are not strictly applicable to the distributions we observe. Consequently, in this manuscript, we are unable to quantitatively evaluate the importance of anomalous collisions in accounting for the large E k we observe; however, it seems likely that such effects may be important.
[7] The third term on the right in equation (1) represents E k supported by a field-aligned pressure gradient. In the linear approximation, this term becomes time-dependent through small field-aligned oscillations in density with
J k where r s = v s /W i is the ion acoustic gyroradius and v s = (T e /m i ) 1/2 is the ion acoustic speed [Hasegawa, 1976] . In the local approximation, the ratio of E kt given by equation (2) and that due to the electron pressure gradient becomes $l e 2 /r s 2 . At the altitudes traversed by FAST, we find generally that l e > r s , and so the pressure gradient contribution balancing E k can be ignored. This, however, is not necessarily the case if zeroorder gradients in P e exist in the ambient plasma. The ratio of the electron inertial and pressure contributions to E k is then
[8] If v d and P e vary over parallel scales DS k v and DS kPe , respectively, then this ratio becomes $(v d 2 DS kPe )/(v e 2 DS kv ) [Hull et al., 2003] . For field-aligned currents over large parallel scales, v d will generally be less than v e because of strong instability preventing v d % v e . So if DS kPe % DS kv , the pressure term will dominate. However, for the case of parallel scales much less than an Alfvén wavelength, v d may approach or even exceed v e [Andersson et al., 2002] leading to the formation of double layers [Raadu and Rasmussen, 1988] . In the fluid approximation, this is the Bohm criteria for double layer formation [Block, 1972] . Since these features have parallel scales of the order of Debye lengths (l D ) and form on timescales of the order of several ion plasma periods (<0.005 s and much less than an Alfvén wave period), they may be considered independently as electrostatic structures driven by the current of the Alfvén wave which is partially dissipated through particle acceleration and heating within the double layer [Silberstein and Otani, 1994] .
[9] The description given above identifies the means through which large parallel electric fields in Alfvén waves may be locally supported. Over the small parallel scales where such fields exist, this may be achieved either through electron inertia, anomalous resistivity, or via electron pressure gradients. Alternatively, nonlocal kinetic models have been developed [Rankin et al., 1999; Lysak and Song, 2003; Vedin and Ronnmarck, 2005] . These include the effect of magnetic mirroring and the field-aligned homogeneity of the plasma to show that over parallel scales of the ionospheric Alfvén resonator or field-line resonances, significantly larger E k than given by the local description may occur. Such effects will be important for parallel fields established over periods longer than an electron transit time through a parallel Alfvén wavelength. However, these considerations may not be necessary to understand to first order how the large amplitude fields we consider here (E k > 10 mV/m) are supported. This is because the parallel scales we consider (DS k < 100 km) are generally much less than an Alfvén wavelength, and an electron transit time through these scales is much less than an Alfvén wave period. Consequently, we believe that the local treatment is sufficient to evaluate the means by which large parallel fields are locally balanced.
[10] Notably the magnitude of the parallel electric field given by all the terms in equation (1) vary inversely with n e and, with the exception of pressure gradients, increase with increasing J k . Consequently, it is not surprising that large parallel fields in Alfvén waves occur in density depletions with large J k . In this manuscript, we first present a case study example of an Alfvén wave carrying large J k imbedded in a density cavity where large E k is observed and show that this field exists in background of inertial Alfvén wave turbulence. We then statistically report observations of similar cavities containing large fieldaligned currents carried by Alfvén waves where large E k can be expected to exist. These observations are then used to estimate the field-aligned potentials that may be supported by electron inertia and electron pressure gradients inside these density cavities according to the equations given above. We note that nearly all the events we have inspected visually contain electric field vectors which may have a substantial E k component. However, since it is notoriously difficult to reliably identify and measure parallel electric fields in an automated manner, we do not report statistical measurements of E k . We also do not attempt to address the causality of these fields as addressed by Song and Lysak [2006] .
Case Study Example

Fields and Particle Observations
[11] Figure 1 shows observations from the FAST satellite recorded above the auroral oval during an interval when Alfvénic fluctuations in field quantities were observed. The configuration and orientation of the FAST electric field instrument relative to the projection of the geomagnetic field (B o ) into the spin plane (B sp ) is shown in Figure 1a at 13:55:20.55 UT. This configuration provides multiple dipole pairs from which E in the spin plane can be measured. This measurement is transformed into a ''nearfield-aligned'' nonrotating coordinate system where E x is orthogonal to B o and points roughly northward and E z is along B sp . The third, and unmeasured, component of E (E y ) lies along the spacecraft spin axis. Since B o lies within 2.4°o f B sp , then in the absence of large E y , we find that E z % E k . The largest fields measured above the aurora have magnitudes up to $1 V/m and are only occasionally measured [Ergun et al., 1998 ]. If these fields were along E y , they would contribute 40 mV/m to E k . Consequently, we imposed a conservative reliability threshold of 40 mV/m on E z when equating E z with E k .
[12] Figures 1b and 1c show that E x contains fluctuations over a range of frequencies in the spacecraft frame ( f sp ) with spectral peaks apparent just below and above the oxygen ( f O+ ) cyclotron frequency with f sp % 0.9f i and 1.5f i (where f i is the gyrofrequency based on the average ion mass). These peaks are superimposed on a broader background spectrum extending through the hydrogen ( f H+ ) cyclotron frequency. The spectral density of these fluctuations is enhanced from 13:55:20.51 to 13:55:20.61 between the red lines and where Figure 1d shows a substantial E z component. Because measurements of E k (and hence E z ) are subject to significant experimental uncertainty, we provide two semi-independent measurements of E z . The black trace in Figure 1d shows E z determined from the relative potential between the orthogonal probe pairs 1-4 and 5 -8, while the blue trace shows the same measurement but with the 1 -4 measurement replaced by the relative potential between probe 1 and the average from probes 5 and 8 (which has been shifted by 100 mV/m in Figure 1d for visibility). Both measurements provide almost identical results. Furthermore, E z reaches an amplitude of 60 mV/m which is above the 40 mV/m threshold. This indicates that E z over the interval from 13:55:20.51 to 20.61 UT is a reliable measurement of an upward pointing (negative) E k .
[13] Figure 1e shows that over this interval, the magnetic field is perturbed transverse to B o in both B x and B y . It has been shown elsewhere and has been verified for this case study using interferometry (see section 2.2) that at this altitude, much of the perpendicular temporal structure observed in the magnetic field is due to spacecraft Doppler shift. Thus Ampere's law can be used to evaluate the current density directly from the observed gradients in B under the assumption that the structure is time stationary over the satellite transit time. From a variance analysis, the geometry of the magnetic field measurements is consistent with the traversal of three adjacent field-aligned current sheets inclined at 45-60°to the spacecraft trajectory. This is shown in Figure 1f by the black trace indicating positive (downward), then negative (upward), and then positive J k . The central upward current reaches 100 mA/m 2 at 13:55:20.59 UT and has a width of $2pc/w pe . This current bounds the peak in E z shown in Figure 1d and yields J k E k 6 Â 10 À3 mW/m 3 . As indicated by the red trace in Figure 1f , J k for the total plasma given by gradients in B is colocated with, and of similar magnitude to, the current in the energetic plasma as measured by the particle instrument above 5 eV. It is also coincident with a depletion or cavity in the ionospheric plasma shown in Figure 1g derived from the Langmuir probe current. This instrument has been calibrated using emissions at w pe adjacent to the cavity (within the cavity, an emission at w pe is not observed and so there is some uncertainty in the actual depth). Conversely, the density as measured by the particle instrument, and shown here by the red trace in Figure 1g , reveals enhanced densities of energetic plasma (>5 eV) in the vicinity of the depletion. These observations suggest that the cavity is formed by a depletion of cold plasma at energies below the 5-eV lower limit of the particle experiment in a region of large field-aligned current density.
[14] The remaining panels of Figure 1 show that the observed parallel electric field structure is localized to a region of field-aligned electron and transverse ion acceleration. Figures 1h and 1i show that the enhanced energetic densities/electron fluxes observed within the density cavity occur at energies below 100 eV and are downgoing along the geomagnetic field with pitch angles within a few degrees of B o . As shown in Figure 1j , the average earthward drift speed of these electrons is of the same order as their thermal speed. These curves show v d /v e evaluated using v e from energetic electron population measured above 5 eV, and v d using, in one case, the current given by the magnetometer (black trace) and, in the other, the velocity moment from the electron analyzer (red trace). While the electron measurements do not completely resolve the structure, this measurement is consistent with the Bohm criteria in the fluid approximation [Block, 1972] for the existence of double layers. These field-aligned electrons are observed coincident with transversely accelerated ions as shown in Figures 1k and 1l . The ions are nearly exactly perpendicular to B o suggestive of local transverse acceleration within the electric field structure. Also, the ion loss cone feature at 150°-180°becomes partially filled over the interval where the parallel electric field is observed. These field-aligned ions, together with the transversely accelerated ions, provide a net upward ion flux out of the parallel electric field region. These particle observations are indicative of a region localized in altitude from which electrons are accelerated downward and ions transversely and upward.
[15] By considering the delay time between measurements made from each of the dipole pairs shown in Figure 1a , it is possible to determine the trajectory of the parallel field structure in the spacecraft spin plane. This technique is described in Appendix A. Using this approach, and averaging the time delays observed over the region between the red lines in Figure 1 , we find that the parallel electric field structure travels down the geomagnetic field with a speed of 16.4 km s À1 (v ion _ thermal % v s % 13 km s
À1
) and southward transverse to B o with a speed of 7.6 km s
(note that the spacecraft velocity has been subtracted from these numbers, and so they represent speeds in the rest frame). Consequently, under the assumption that the structures does not vary temporally over the interval of observation, the region between the red dashed lines corresponds to a slice through the electric field structure of length $1.6 km along B o (l D % 5 m inside the cavity) and $760 m transverse. This slice in the frame of the electric field structure is shown in Figure 2a . The vectors given in Figure  2a indicate the orientation of the equipotentials along this slice with their length representing the magnitude of the electric field observed. The blue and red lines in this panel show the integrated parallel and perpendicular potentials through this structure. These are derived by integrating the observed parallel and perpendicular electric fields along the parallel and perpendicular components of satellite trajectory. We find that the parallel potential traversed by the FAST satellite is $V k % 44 V, while the perpendicular potential is V ? % 43 V. The parallel potential is consistent with energy of the electrons shown in Figure 1h .
[16] Figures 2b and 2c show the electron distributions observed above (upstream) and below (downstream) the parallel electric field structure. In the upstream region, there is evidence of preacceleration perhaps in similar field structures at higher altitudes. Comparing the upstream and downstream measurements, the acceleration by the parallel electric field is clearly apparent with a significant enhancement in field-aligned phase space densities. The electron energy flux observed in the downstream distribution is 1.5 mW/m 2 . Using the observed parallel scale, and inte-A05215 CHASTON ET AL.: ALFVÉ N WAVE CAVITIES AND DOUBLE LAYERS grating J k E k along B o , we find that the dissipation through the structure is $4 mW/m 2 and is equivalent to the inward directed transverse Poynting flux we measure on the edges of the cavity. Furthermore, at the cadence of the distribution measurements available on FAST, we do not find evidence for a discrete beam. Instead, we find that 96% of the observed current is carried by the field-aligned electron distribution at energies below 100 eV (v < 6 Â 10 3 km s 1 in Figures 2b and 2c) and at energies below those where the atmospheric loss cone is observed. These observations show that the majority of electromagnetic energy dissipated does not ultimately reside in the accelerated electron distribution and demonstrates that the observed current is carried by the bulk drift of the electron plasma along B o .
[17] Having determined the parallel scale of the region containing E k , we now consider the magnitude of the parallel electric field that can be balanced by the convective derivative of equation (3) and that due to r k P e . Since the duration of E k observation is of the order of 0.1 s, the total current due to the Alfvén wave can be assumed invariant over the observation time and over the 1.6-km parallel scale along B o . This is because the interferometric results indicate Alfvén wave periods on the scale of the current > 1 s, and the Alfvén wave dispersion relation provides parallel wavelengths of at least 100 km for observed plasma parameters. In this approximation, the variation in E k associated with the convective derivative from equation (3) becomes
where we hold J k constant along B o and so DS kne % DS kv , where n e is the density inside the cavity, n eo is the density outside the cavity, and hn e i = (n e + n eo )/2. Substituting the appropriate values from Figure 1 , we find hE kv i = 10 mV/m. With the assumption @n e /@S k ) @T e /@S k , the parallel field balanced by the pressure gradient becomes
where hT e i = (T e + T eo )/2.0. Since we find within the cavity that the density measured by the electron spectrometer on FAST lies within 50% of the density measured by the Langmuir probe, we obtain T e from the appropriate velocity moment. Outside the cavity, T eo cannot be reliably measured because most of the density lies below the 5-eV low energy limit of the detector and instead use hT e i ! T e /2 = 15 eV. Substituting these parameters, we find hE kne i ! À30 mV/m. Averaging the observed field across the width of the cavity 
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where we measure n e and n eo , we find hE k i % 30 mV/m in agreement with the estimate from equation (7).
A Turbulent Spectrum of Alfvénic Fluctuations
[18] While we observe spectral peaks at frequencies close to f O+ suggesting the presence of ion cyclotron waves, most of the spectral energy density is contained in the broad spectrum of electromagnetic fluctuations observed coincident with the region of large J k and E k . Broadband fluctuations over this frequency range are generally referred to as broadband extra low frequency noise (BBELF) [see, e.g., Bonnell et al., 1996] . To demonstrate in this case that these fluctuations are consistent with inertial Alfvén waves, we determine k x ( f sp ) using a cross-spectral technique [Labelle and Kintner, 1989 ]. This analysis is based on the assumption that a single wave mode (or k) exists at each spacecraft frame frequency ( f sp ) and is implemented using a wavelet-based interferometric technique applied to measurements from two electric field dipoles (5 -6 and 7 -8) separated by 55 m. The phase difference between the dipole pair can be expressed as f( f sp ) = f m ( f sp ) + n2p where f m is the measured phase difference and n = ±1, ±2, ±3,. . . is incremented by 1 whenever f m goes through ±p (antennae null). This occurs when the baseline length (55 m) becomes equal to an odd multiple of one-half wavelength projected along the baseline and allows us to resolve wave scales less than the baseline length. Once this phase difference is known, the wavelength along the baseline can be determined.
[19] Figure 3a shows the k x spectra in E x 2 for these fluctuations averaged over the interval shown in Figure 1 . The variation in phase with spacecraft rotation (not shown) indicates that the phase fronts of the turbulent fields are almost parallel to B o , and hence measured k is approximately k x . A very similar result for f sp < 100 Hz is obtained if it is assumed that f sp is largely due to spacecraft Doppler shift and k x % 2pf sp /v spacecraft . To demonstrate that these fluctuations are inertial Alfvén waves, we use the approach adopted by Wahlund et al. [1998] and Stasiewicz et al. [2000] . Figure 3b shows E x /B y spectra for the observations (diamonds) and the result expected for an inertial Alfvén wave (i.e., E x /B y = V A (1 + k x 2 l e 2 ) 1/2 , red line). The average density is $2000 cm À3 yielding l e $ 120 m. From the locally observed dispersion of plasmaspheric hiss, we find that the plasma is composed of 90% O + [Chaston et al., 1999] yielding an average Alfvén speed of $3.5 Â 10 6 m s 1 . With these observed parameters, the agreement between E x / B y observed and that expected for an inertial Alfvén wave provides evidence that these waves are inertial Alfvén waves. At smaller wave numbers (or larger scales), there is significant variation with the observed values generally more magnetic than expected for a travelling Alfvén wave. This is as may be expected above a conducting ionosphere [Lysak, 1998 ]. In fact, on these scales, the electric and magnetic field time series data shown in Figures 1b and 1d are $90°out of phase indicative of a standing wave and suggestive of the operation of the ionospheric Alfvén resonator or of a field line resonance.
Statistical Observations
[20] We have assembled a database of $7000 fieldaligned current filaments with a peak J k ! 10 mA/m 2 estimated from the magnetic field data. These have been identified as Alfvén waves using the method described by Chaston et al. [2003] and have been included in the database only if high time resolution (80 ms) particle observations are simultaneously available. The magnitude of the observed upward current as a function of altitude is shown by the red line in Figure 4a where we also show in blue the averaged peak current measured over the width of the current filament by the electron analyzer experiment on FAST. The error bars represent 1 standard deviation. We find that J k ! 100 mA/m 2 comprise 2% of events and lie within 2 standard deviations of the average J k . The black line shown in this panel is the expected altitude dependency for field-aligned currents which through rÁJ = 0 simply map with the geomagnetic field. The increasing separation between this line and the observed J k with decreasing altitude is indicative of the dissipation or reflection of the Alfvén wave as it propagates toward the ionosphere, as discussed in more detail for these observations by Chaston et al. [2003] .
[21] Figure 4b shows the ratio of the lowest density measured across each current interval to the background density (as shown in Figure 4b ) for each event. The color scale shows histograms as a function of altitude normalized by the total number of events in each altitude bin. The lowest scale (black) indicates <1 in every 50 events and the highest scale (red) shows greater that 1 in every 2 events as is indicated by the color bar. This provides a measure of the density variation across each current filament or an indication of cavity depth which as shown may vary from 0 to >90% (1% of events). The general trend indicates an increase in D n e /n e with increasing altitude with the distribution centered on 10 -30% and 50% depletions at FAST perigee (z = 350 km) and apogee (z = 4175 km), respectively. Moreover, it is found that Dn e /n e increases with J k as shown in Figure 5a with J k > 100 mA/m 2 only observed in density depletions larger than 50%. Using these density measurements, we find that the observed width of the current filaments (Dx j , i.e., the width of the region where the sign of J k is constant) varies with 2pl e and is of the order of 2pl e averaged across the density cavity as shown in Figure 5b . Mapped with B o to the ionosphere, these widths have an average value of $1 km.
[22] Figure 4c shows the peak value of v d /v e across each Alfvénic current filament. This ratio is based on the temperature measurement closest to the lowest density point across the filament and the electron drift required to carry the observed current measured from the magnetometer at that time. The value of v e is based on the velocity moment taken above the spacecraft potential in the cavity and so, except in those cases where all the cold ionospheric plasma has been depleted, represents an overestimate. Consequently these values show the lower limit for v d /v e . From these measurements, it is generally found that v d /v e ! 0.1, and for 2.1% of events, we find v d /v e ! 1.0. These results are similar to the measurements reported by Ergun et al. [1999] found in electron solitary structures. Given the strong instability that occurs as v d ! v e , v d < v e is an expected result. However, as shown by several simulation studies [Newman et al., 2001; Singh, 2002] , the result that on average v d /v e ! 0.1 suggests that double layers may be a commonly occurring feature in Alfvén wave currents above the aurora.
[23] In Figure 6 , we plot the field-aligned potential due to the electron inertia as given by equation (6) against that due the electron pressure gradient given by equation (7). These data include only those events where the density observed by the electron spectrometer inside the cavity is within 50% of that derived from the Langmuir probe. This ensures that our estimate for the electron plasma temperature derived from the first-order moment of the electron distribution within the cavity is meaningful. We find potentials through these features which may be as large as 1 keV with the majority between 10 and 100 eV. Those points below the . Field-aligned potentials due to electron pressure gradients (hE kne i/DS kne ) as given by equation (7) plotted against those that due to electron inertia (hE k vi/DS kne ) as given by equation (6). Data points above the diagonal line are those where jE kv j > jE kne j. Only those events where the density measured by the electrostatic analyzer is within 50% of the density measured by the Langmuir probe are included.
diagonal line in this plot show those events where, according to equations (6) and (7), electron pressure gradients provide the dominant potential drop through these structures. These account for 95% of the ensemble of events observed. Since from equations (6) and (7) both hE kne i and hE k vi vary equally with the magnitude of the density gradient, these results indicate that the large parallel electric fields sometimes observed in density cavities with Alfvénic upward currents are primarily supported by the electron pressure gradients they contain. For DS kne $ kilometers (as found in the case study example), these potentials will be associated with E k $ 1 -1000 mV/m.
Discussion
Comparison With Observations From the Freja Satellite
[25] Case study examples of large field-aligned currents, density depletions, and parallel electric fields in Alfvén waves have been reported previously from the Freja satellite [Stasiewicz et al., 1997 Chust et al., 1998 ]. These authors identify current magnitudes typically of the order of 50 mA/m 2 [Chust et al., 1998 ] in these structures and in exceptional cases up to 300 mA/m 2 [Stasiewicz et al., 1997] . The local density depletions observed coincident with these currents extend up to $90% of the background density, and parallel fields in excess of 100 mV/m are observed. It is speculated by Chust et al. [1998] that such fields may be double layers. Without statistical measurements of these features from Freja, a rigorous comparison with those observed from FAST cannot be performed. However, the values reported by these authors are all consistent with the ensemble we measure from FAST as documented in this report.
Double Layer Formation in Alfvén Waves
[26] These results suggest a scenario whereby current filamentation/localization in Alfvén waves leads to the formation of double layers and density cavities in a manner similar to that proposed by Mishin and Forster [1995] . While these processes tend to promote one another, observations suggest that wave reflection from the ionosphere may play a crucial role. From a survey of a number of such events, we find that in general, an $90°phase difference exists between E x and B y across the density depletion where the peak in current occurs. Apart from indicating that this feature is not just a stationary field-aligned current, it is indicative of the superposition of an incident and reflected wave or of a standing Alfvén wave. Lysak and Dum [1983] demonstrated that the superposition of an incident and reflected Alfvén wave from the ionosphere could lead to intensification of J k over transverse scales of the order of electron inertial lengths. Significantly, this is the most commonly found transverse scale of J k we observe. This work has recently been extended by Lysak and Song [2002] to show how currents >10 mA/m 2 over transverse scales of 2pl e arise from broader current structures because of the nonlinear evolution of the ionospheric feedback instability. In a related study, Streltsov and Lotko [2004] have demonstrated how such structures may form through the feedback instability on the same scales that we observe provided the ionospheric conductivity is similar to the Alfvén conductivity in the magnetosphere. Once transverse scales of $2pl e have been reached, it has been shown by Seyler [1990] from three-dimensional fluid simulations how the current may decay to form a turbulent spectrum of inertial Alfvén waves as we observe. This process has recently been attributed to a current convective instability [Seyler and Xu, 2003 ] operating on transverse scales of 2pl e . Together these models provide a plausible means, supported by observations, through which large-scale currents may cascade to the smaller-scale features we observe where density cavities and double layers can form.
[27] The formation of the density cavity may occur naturally as part of the localization of the wave current and the generation of the turbulent inertial Alfvén waves. Various models have shown how the ponderomotive force in shear Alfvén waves on small scales can lead to density depletions [Bellan and Stasiewicz, 1998; Shukla and Stenflo, 1999] . Lu et al. [2003] have demonstrated how coupling of the shear mode on transverse scales of the order of 2pl e to the slow mode can lead to density fluctuations and cavity formation. Observations (including the case study we show in this report) show transverse wave Poynting fluxes directed inward toward the center of the density depletion [Chaston et al., 2006] , indicating that the Alfvén wave energy is focused into the cavity. The focusing of shear Alfvén waves due to transverse shear Alfvén phase speed gradients that these depletions provide has been demonstrated over small parallel scales using particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations [Genot et al., 2004] and globally through analytical theory and fluid simulations by Rankin et al. [2005] . At some point, ion heating within these cavities will occur, either through direct interaction with the small-scale inertial Alfvén waves [Stasiewicz, 2000] or via plasma waves driven unstable by the increasing wave current. It has been shown from modeling [Singh, 1992 [Singh, , 1994 and from observations [Chaston et al., 2006] that these waves may lead to accelerated erosion of the plasma within the cavity. These processes serve to reinforce one another in such a way that density irregularities in the auroral ionosphere are unstable to incoming Alfvén wave Poynting flux and will require increasingly larger values of v d to carry wave current as the erosion of plasma within the cavity continues.
[28] If these processes can eventually provide current densities of magnitude J k % (n e q e )(2T e /m e ) 1/2 (or v d % v e ), then according to the analysis of Block [1972] , strong double layers can be expected to form. That this may occur in Alfvén waves above the aurora was demonstrated by Silberstein and Otani [1994] and Genot et al. [2004] using PIC simulations. Vlasov simulations performed by Newman et al. [2001] and Singh [2002 Singh [ , 2003 show dynamically how current-driven double layers, as can be expected in Alfvén waves, lead to depletions up to 80% from an initial ''seed'' density depression of $10 -30%. These authors show that the ratio of v d /v e decreases with time through electron heating once the double layer has formed and with distance downstream from the layer. These variations may account for the result that v d /v e we observe is generally less than 1, yet still be consistent with the presence of double layers.
[29] Whatever the exact process by which the cavities form, they are necessary for the formation of large (>10 mV/m) E k in Alfvén waves which can be expected to be observed in association with large Alfvénic J k whenever the electron density is sufficiently small that v d ! v e . This study has shown that this condition is achieved in Alfvén waves above the aurora and more generally that large (>10 mV/m) E k observed in Alfvén waves currents can be balanced by r k P e .
Conclusion
[30] We have reported case study and statistical measurements over the altitude range from 350 to 4175 km of intense filamentary Alfvénic field-aligned currents (>10 mA/m 2 ) embedded in density depletions or cavities in which large E k (>10 mV/m) is sometimes observed above the auroral oval. We find cavity depths for 1% of events larger than 90% but typically from 30% to 50% and wave currents in excess of 100 mA/m 2 for 2% of events. The magnitude of the wave current is shown to increase with cavity depth, and the width of the current filaments is shown to be $2pl e . It has been shown that for at least 2.1% of events, the Bohm criterion in the fluid approximation for the existence of double layers inside these Alfvénic cavities is satisfied. For a subset of the database where accurate measurements of the temperature inside the cavities can be obtained, we have shown that field-aligned electron pressure gradients manifest through the gradients in density provide a plausible means for supporting the large parallel electric fields observed. These observations together suggest that the large amplitude parallel electric fields found embedded in these Alfvénic cavities exist as double layers through which the FAST spacecraft occasionally passes.
Appendix A
[31] Measurement of the velocity of the parallel electric field structure is achieved using dipole measurements of the electric field made between spheres 5 -6 and 7 -8 and spacecraft-sphere potential measurements using spheres 1 and 4 as shown in Figure 1a . These provide two orthogonal baselines in the spin plane which lies within 2.4°of B o . The approximate speed of the structure in the spacecraft frame in a geomagnetic field-aligned coordinate system can then be found by the solution of the equation v B = R 1 v sp . Here R is the 2 Â 2 matrix with each row defined by r j /r j where r j is the vector pointing along each baseline j in the field-aligned coordinate system. v sp is the vector of observed velocities along each baseline given by the time delay between measurements made along each baseline divided by its length.
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